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3 of 3 review helpful So Much Smirking By KS I found these characters really unpleasant Kelli is brash and negative 
is a jerk to the nurses and swears a lot Nora is cold and awkward And on almost every page sometimes twice per page 
it was she smirked or she said with a smirk In addition to having unpleasant personalities both Kelli and Nora are on 
leave from their jobs for most of the book so if you re read Kelli McCabe is a no nonsense detective with a tough 
exterior Only a select few know her as a loyal loving friend Committed to her family her friends and her job Kelli puts 
her needs behind everyone else s As a surgeon Nora Whitmore is used to being in control The hospital is her life and 
leaves room for little else Respected by her colleagues but misunderstood by the residents Nora takes what she needs 
and keeps everyone at arm s length In the process she c 
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